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Center for Adolescent Health
Our Mission

To work in partnership with youth, people who 
work with youth, community residents, public 
policymakers and program administrators to 
help urban adolescents develop healthy adult 
lifestyles

a Prevention Research Center of the CDC
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Center for Adolescent Health
• Out-of-school youth in employment and training 

programs are a key focus of our CDC-funded 
prevention research activities

• Our work so far has included 
– Collection of information from the Baltimore YO! 

program: Staff, Participants & Health Screening 
information

– Analyses of national survey data
– Review of what is known about successful programs
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Questions to be Addressed

• Why is it important to focus on health of 
out-of-school youth?

• What do we know about these high-risk 
teens?

• What do we know about ineffective and 
effective programs? 
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Out-of-School Youth are Important

• They are a substantial share of the 
population
– One in nine young men (11.7 percent)
– One in eight young women (13.8 percent)

Source:AddHealth 2001 special analyses
Out-of-school and unoccupied youth are those who are 
neither attending school nor working at least 10 hours a week
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Risks among Out-of-School Youth 
are High
• They face long odds making transitions to 

healthy lifestyles
• They engage in multiple behaviors that 

threaten their health
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Health Problems Among YO! 
Participants
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Health Problems Among YO! 
Participants (cont’d)
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Views from the Field

• YO! Participants
– Mental Health issues are widespread, but 

high resistance to seeking help
• YO! Staff

– Unintended pregnancy and parenting are top 
issues
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What do we know about youth who 
become unoccupied?
• Among both men and women

– More likely to be African American 
– Childhood family structure

• Less likely to have lived with both parents from 
birth to 1995

• More likely to have been in foster care 
• More likely to have had a biological father who has 

been incarcerated
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Out-of-School Youth have Fewer 
Family Resources
• Do not receive many second chances 

when they “mess up”
• But second chances are vital to lowering 

risk behavior  
• Youth employment and training programs 

offer a setting for second chances
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Out of School Youth have Severely 
Limited Opportunities 
• 30% of young males nationally who are out-of-

school and unoccupied have been arrested

• “people I know trying to get themselves together 
and get killed-got to go back [to what did before] 
because you keep trying and trying”—YO! 
participant
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Ways to Reach Out-of-School 
Youth
• Many out-of-school youth are believed to be 

disconnected (from traditional systems like 
school)

• But they are reachable in other settings
– Welfare
– Justice system
– Church
– Employment and job training programs
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Proportion of Out-of-School Youth in 
Other Systems in the US in 2000
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What Does Not 
Work?

Evaluation research has 
repeatedly shown that 
problem reduction
interventions alone 
directed at youth are
rarely effective.

R. Blum, 2005
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Ineffective Strategies
for Preventing Risk Behavior among out-of-school youth

• Scare tactics
• Segregating problem students
• Short-term interventions
• Focus on providing information
• Focus on self-esteem only

Dusenbury, et al
J School Health
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Ineffective Program Designs
for Preventing Risk Behavior among out-of-school youth

• Focusing on a single problem 
• Focusing on “problem orientation”
• Focusing on a single approach
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Why Single Problem Approaches Don’t Work:  
Out-of-school Male Youth Are More Likely To 
Engage In More Than One Risk Behavior*
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Multiple Risk Behaviors, However, Do Not 
Preclude Positive Behaviors

Number of Positive Behaviors
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Participation in Positive Behaviors, Out-of-School 
Males Ages 15-19
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Opportunities among Out-of-School 
Youth
• We need to acknowledge these positive 

behaviors
• Too often only focus on the “problem 

behaviors”
• Build from assets
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Successful Strategies 
for Preventing Risk Behavior among out-of-school youth

• Build strong adult-youth relationships
• Have a clear, well articulated philosophy 

about youth
• Build interventions on a theory of youth 

development grounded in research
• Recognize the strengths of youth and build 

upon those strengths
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What is important for high-risk teens 
who “make it” in spite of the odds?
• Research has repeatedly shown that a 

connection or bond with parents or 
another caring adult makes the difference
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Value of Connections
• What do young people want from program staff?

– Show us that they care - you can tell when they are 
being sincere

– [Advocate] could tell I was discouraged – I was 
interning here doing landscaping, cleaning up, etc.  
He said, “Keep doing what you are doing.” That 
simple sentence went a long way.

Feedback from YO! focus groups
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“Connectedness” in a Program 
Setting Makes a Difference
• Role of Staff

– “My advocate is like a second mother, if I get 
into trouble my advocate is with me in court –
not too many advocates will do that”

– “Through the good, the bad, and the ugly, the 
advocates’ got the persons best interests in 
mind even if the person doesn’t”

Feedback from YO! focus groups
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Positive youth 
development 
has as a basic 
tenet that youth 
are resources to 
be developed 
not problems to be 
fixed.

Pittman

www.jhsph.edu/adolescenthealth

http://www.jhsph.edu/adolescenthealth�
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